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9 ABSTRACT: In this work, the carboxylic acid derivatives of a
10 free-base porphyrin, 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-
11 21H,23H-porphyrin, and 10 of its metal derivatives (TCPPs)
12 have been used for optical gas sensing. For this purpose,
13 microstructured columnar TiO2 thin films prepared by
14 GAPVD (glancing angle physical vapor deposition) have
15 been used as host materials for the porphyrins as they are
16 non−dispersive and porous, allowing their use for UV−visible
17 spectroscopy and gas sensing. The chemical binding between
18 the dye molecules and the TiO2 has been studied through
19 infrared spectroscopy, and the obtained spectral changes have been found to be compatible with chelating and/or bidentate
20 binding modes of the carboxylate groups on the TiO2 surface. When hosted in the film, the UV−visible spectra of the porphyrins
21 featured a blue shift and broadening of the Soret band with respect to the solution, which has been attributed to the formation of
22 π−π aggregates between porphyrin molecules. The composite porphyrin/TiO2 films obtained from each of the 11 porphyrins
23 have been exposed to 12 different volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and their respective gas−sensitive properties have been
24 analyzed as a function of the spectral changes in their Soret band region in the presence of the analytes. The set of composite
25 films has shown high selectivity to the analyzed volatile compounds. For each analyte, an innovative way of showing the different
26 responses has been developed. By means of this procedure, an imagelike recognition pattern has been obtained, which allows an
27 easy identification of every compound. The kinetics of the exposure to several analytes showed a fast, reversible and reproducible
28 response, with response times of a few seconds, which has been attributed to both the sensitivity of the porphyrins and the high
29 porosity of the TiO2 films. Also, increasing concentrations of the analytes resulted in an increase in the magnitude of the
30 response, indicating that the sensor behavior is also concentration-dependent.
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1. INTRODUCTION

32 The detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) through
33 electronic nose technologies has been generally based on metal-
34 oxide semiconductors and on conducting polymer resistive
35 materials.1,2 Such systems have shown good results for the
36 discrimination of analytes of different chemical functionality,
37 but the distinction of compounds from within a given chemical
38 class continues to be a challenging task.3 Also, these materials
39 are not appropriate for the detection of metal-binding species,
40 when many of the most toxic and odorous compounds are
41 excellent ligands for metal ions. Thus, detection of molecules
42 such as amines, phosphines, and thiols has been much less
43 explored.4

44 In the past few years, metalloporphyrins have been employed
45 for the optical detection of different gases.3−9 These molecules
46 are quite stable and their properties can be precisely tuned by
47 modifications of their molecular structure. The sensing
48 properties of metalloporphyrins depend on the coordinated

49metal, the peripheral substituents and the conformation of the
50macrocycle.10 Also, the organic chemistry of these compounds
51has been widely investigated, so that there are many synthesis
52routes describing the introduction of a wide range of
53substituents at their peripheral positions, and a high number
54of the metals can be coordinated to the porphyrin core.10

55The presence of π−π interactions between porphyrins may
56cause aggregation when the molecules are deposited on solid
57substrates, which can result in broadening, shifting and splitting
58of the bands present in the spectrum with respect to the
59porphyrin solution.11 In the case of VOC detection, the
60interaction with this kind of compound may modify these
61interactions, resulting in modifications of the spectrum that can
62be used for sensing applications.10
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63 In the search of porphyrin-based sensors, a wide range of
64 substrates can be used as solid support for these molecules,
65 from glass (for example, in the Langmuir−Blodgett techni-
66 que)12−14 to silica gel.3,4 Meanwhile, solar cell researchers have
67 been sensitizing TiO2 with several organic dyes for light
68 harvesting, and some of them have focused their attention on
69 porphyrins because of their efficacy in photosynthesis. As a
70 result of this, the anchoring to TiO2 has been studied for a
71 number of functional groups, such as salicilate, sulfonic acid,
72 phosphonic acid, acetylacetonate and one of the most widely
73 used derivatizations, carboxylic acid.15 However, TiO2 films
74 prepared for solar cell purposes are usually thick and very
75 dispersive, which makes them inappropriate for gas sensing
76 when using UV−visible spectroscopy.
77 Recently, the preparation of columnar TiO2 thin films by
78 physical vapor deposition has been developed.16 These
79 materials are characterized by a columnar microstructure with
80 large and open pores which makes them very accessible to
81 molecules originating from outside the film.17 Because of these
82 characteristics, these systems have been found to be ideal for
83 the study of diffusion processes of relatively large molecules
84 such as porphyrins.18,19 This structure also allows fast diffusion
85 of gaseous analytes which is necessary for the gas sensing
86 application. On the other hand, the columnar TiO2 films are
87 thin and non dispersive, allowing optical transmission measure-
88 ments. Therefore, the combination of these structural proper-
89 ties with the possibility of chemical anchoring of the sensing
90 dye, makes the TiO2 a very good candidate for the fabrication
91 of porphyrin-based sensors. Another good possibility would be
92 the use of ZnO, which easily grows in nanowires and other
93 nanostructures.20 However, the lack of stability in normal
94 atmosphere and aqueous media is the main disadvantage of this
95 material whose binding mechanism with the dye does not work
96 as well as in TiO2. Silica

4 and ormosils21 have been also used as
97 hosting matrices for porphyrin sensors with very nice results.
98 However these materials are not equivalent to TiO2 in any of
99 their variants since do not allow chemical binding of the dye
100 and therefore do not permit to exploit this particular capability.
101 Finally, TiO2 (like ZnO) also offers the possibility of using its
102 well-known photonic properties for gas sensing applications.
103 Although the measuring setup becomes more complicated than
104 simple absorption spectroscopy, good sensibilities and
105 selectivity have been found by following photoconductivity
106 changes in the presence of several gas analytes.22

107 In this work, the carboxylic acid derivatives of a free-base
108 porphyrin and 10 of its metal derivatives (TCPPs) have been
109 used for optical gas sensing of volatile organic compounds. For
110 this purpose, microstructured columnar TiO2 thin films have
111 been used as hosts for the porphyrins and the chemical binding
112 between the porphyrin and the TiO2 has been confirmed
113 through infrared spectroscopy. Also, the influence of this
114 binding on the porphyrin aggregation and orientation has been
115 investigated. The optical responses of the set of porphyrins to a
116 total of 12 individual VOCs have been analyzed, and the
117 magnitude of the spectral changes has been represented as
118 color image patterns with spectral resolution, which allows
119 selective recognition for each analyte.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
120 2.1. Metal Oxide Matrix. Transparent and amorphous TiO2 films
121 were prepared by the GAPVD (glancing angle physical vapor
122 deposition) technique at room temperature. For UV−visible spec-
123 troscopy the films were deposited on glass substrates. For specular

124reflectance FT−IR spectroscopy, the films were prepared on gold-
125coated silicon substrates. Gold coating was performed by sputtering
126onto silicon substrates. Evaporation was carried out by using TiO
127pellets in the solid state as a target, which were converted into a vapor
128by bombardment from a high energy electron beam. As the vapor
129condensed on the surface of the substrate, it forms a thin layer. This
130process was performed under vacuum conditions at about 1 × 10−4

131Torr of O2 in order to obtain columnar thin films of TiO2. The
132deposition onto the substrates was carried out using the GAPVD
133technique through the use of a home−made sample holder. It
134consisted of a 40 cm diameter steel circular plate from which the
135samples were hung in a vertical position. The radial separation
136between the evaporation center and the sample position provides the
137different inclinations of the substrates, relative to the direction of
138evaporation. Through this procedure, five angles of incidence (60, 70,
13980, 85, and 90°), measured between the normal to the sample and the
140incident direction, were obtained.
141Films with a thickness in the range 150−400 nm were prepared by
142this method. The microstructure of these films deposited on a silicon
143wafer was examined by field emission scanning electron microscopy
144(FESEM) in a Hitachi S5200 microscope. Cross-sectional views were
145obtained by cleaving the silicon substrates. A common property of the
146obtained films is their high porosity and, as a consequence, they exhibit
147relatively low values of refractive index.
1482.2. Porphyrins. A total of 11 porphyrins have been used in this
149work, one non−metalated and 10 of its metal derivatives. The
150structure of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-21H,23H-porphyrin
151 f1(H2TCPP) is shown in Figure 1. In the metal derivatives, the two

152hydrogen atoms in the center of the porphyrin ring are replaced with
153the corresponding metal ion (i.e., Ag(II), Co(III), Cu(II), Cr(III),
154Fe(III), Mn(III), Pd(II), Ru(II), Sn(IV), and Zn(II)). Hereafter,
155compounds will be named by their metal ion followed by TCPP. All
156porphyrins were purchased from Frontier Scientific Europe Ltd. and
157were used without further purification.
1582.3. Binding. Binding of the dye molecules to the TiO2 films was
159carried out by immersing the films in a 10−4 M EtOH solution of the
160dye at room temperature (21 °C) for 1 h. The infiltrated films were
161rinsed, immersed in EtOH to remove physisorbed dye and then dried
162using dry N2 through a nitrogen gun. All films, which were stored in
163air, were dried by heating to 110 °C for 30 min and allowed to cool to
16420 °C under a dry N2 gas stream prior to the measurements.
1652.4. Infrared Spectroscopy. The study of the binding of the
166carboxylic porphyrins to TiO2 was performed through specular
167reflectance Fourier transform infrared (FT−IR) spectroscopy using a
168Jasco FT/IR−6200 spectrometer. This measuring setup provided us
169with enough signal for the required analysis in contrast to other
170arrangements with greater depth of penetration such as ATR. The
171specular reflectance FT−IR spectra for the porphyrins were measured
172neat (by casting on silicon substrates) and bound to the TiO2 thin
173films. All spectra were obtained using typically 500 scans with a

Figure 1. Molecular structure of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)-
21H,23H-porphyrin. In the metal derivatives, the two hydrogen atoms
in the center of the porphyrin ring are replaced with Ag(II), Co(III),
Cu(II), Cr(III), Fe(III), Mn(III), Pd(II), Ru(II), Sn(IV), or Zn(II).
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174 resolution of 4 cm−1. The background was removed by subtracting the
175 signal obtained from a gold substrate.
176 2.5. Gas Sensing. A gas testing chamber was used to expose the
177 samples to the VOCs. This chamber consisted of a gas inlet and an
178 outlet, a Peltier heating−cooling device and housings for two optical
179 fibers that deliver and collect the light for the optical measurements.
180 Further details regarding this setup can be found elsewhere.23 The
181 fibers were connected to a World Precision Instrument “Spectromate”
182 spectrophotometer. Gaseous VOCs were obtained by bubbling dry
183 nitrogen through a bottle immersed in a temperature-controlled water
184 bath containing the desired neat liquid analyte. By means of this
185 procedure, the resulting gas was composed by dry nitrogen saturated
186 in each VOC, whose concentration can be calculated through its vapor
187 pressure at the corresponding temperature. Vapor pressures were
188 controlled by regulating the bath temperature, 20 °C in all cases except
189 for the VOC concentration dependence experiments where a
190 temperature of 0 °C was used in order to avoid a possible
191 condensation of the analyte inside the gas chamber or the tubing
192 system. Finally, the exact desired concentration was obtained by
193 diluting the VOC−N2 gas stream with another N2 gas stream, and
194 calculated by applying the corresponding dilution factor. Similar
195 procedures for the generation of low ppm levels of VOĆs in nitrogen
196 can be found in the literature.4

197 Prior to the gas exposure phase, dry N2 was introduced through the
198 gas inlet to allow complete desorption of possible contaminating gases
199 from the inner walls of the chamber and thus preventing the
200 contamination of the samples. Then, the samples were introduced into
201 the gas chamber and again dry N2 was introduced into the chamber to
202 allow complete desorption of possible contaminating gases adsorbed
203 on the sample. After this, the gas mixture (VOC and N2) was directed
204 into the gas chamber until complete saturation of the porphyrin. All
205 samples were exposed at room temperature (∼293 K). For the
206 recovery phase, dry N2 was introduced again to remove all the VOC
207 gases from the chamber. This phase occurred at elevated temperature
208 (∼383 K) to allow complete desorption of the VOCs from the
209 samples.
210 2.6. Identification Patterns. To create selective easy-to-read
211 identification patterns, we have developed an innovative way of
212 showing the optical response based on imaging spectroscopy. For each
213 porphyrin and analyte, the nonexposure spectrum was subtracted from
214 the exposure one at each wavelength and then normalized to the
215 maximum absorbance of the nonexposed spectrum. Finally, the
216 resulting values were squared to maximize differences. All the squared
217 difference spectra for each analyte in the Soret band region were put
218 together and converted into an m × n matrix (where m is the
219 wavelength and n is the number of used porphyrins, n = 11 in this
220 case) which was represented as color image using Origin Pro 8
221 software. Through this representation, a barcodelike image consisting
222 of 11 columns and m rows, in which the different values (11 × m
223 pixels) are colored from red to blue (i.e., non change points are
224 represented in red and maximum change points are colored in blue),
225 was created for each analyte.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

226 3.1. TiO2 Thin Film Microstructure. Cross−section and
227 normal FESEM images corresponding to TiO2 thin films
228 prepared by GAPVD at an angle of deposition of 70° are shown

f2 229 in Figure 2. The cross-section image shows the tilt angle of the
230 columns and the thickness of the film. The angle formed by the
231 columns and the substrate was found to be 60° with a film
232 thickness of approximately 350 nm.
233 The analysis of the images in Figure 2 reveals that the
234 observed apertures correspond to mesopores (i.e., pores bigger
235 than 2 nm) extending from the surface to the bottom of the
236 film. This allows the accessibility of large molecules like
237 porphyrins during the composite preparation and improves
238 subsequent applications that would require a fast diffusion of
239 gas molecules through the film structure.

240The porosity of the TiO2 thin films can also be deduced from
241the value of their refraction index, estimated as 1.79 from the
242recorded and simulated UV−visible transmission spectra
243respectively (data not shown). This value is much smaller
244than that corresponding to the bulk material (i.e., 2.49 for TiO2
245in the form of anatase) and is a clear proof of the high porosity
246of the film. The low refraction index makes these films very
247useful for UV−visible spectroscopy applications.
248All different angles of incidence (60, 70, 80, 85, and 90°)
249showed similar properties, but in order to avoid any possible
250difference, all experiments were carried out using films of an
251angle of 70° as host material for the porphyrins. FESEM images
252of different films prepared with this angle were analyzed and the
253differences in thickness were no greater than 20 nm.
2543.2. Binding to TiO2. Specular reflectance FT−IR spectra
255of H2TCPP and ZnTCPP neat and bound to TiO2 are shown
256 f3in Figure 3. In all cases, the existence of typical bands
257corresponding to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching
258modes of the pyrrole ring (ν (C−H), ν (CC). and ν (C
259N)) within the meso-tetraphenylporphyrin macrocycle was
260evident over the range 700−1500 cm−1.24 However, that which
261reveals the binding interaction between the TCPP and the
262metal oxide surface is the comparison of changes in the region
263of the carbonyl group in the FT−IR spectra. Neat samples of
264H2TCPP and ZnTCPP showed a band in the region of 1685−
2651695 cm−1, which is characteristic of the ν (CO) stretch and
266a strong band in the 1385−1415 cm−1 region due to the ν (C−
267O) stretch of the carboxylic acid groups. It is worth mentioning
268that these bands are known to shift to lower frequencies in the
269case of the ν (CO) stretch and to higher ones for the ν (C−

Figure 2. (Top) Cross-section and (bottom) planar FESEM images of
the columnar TiO2 thin films prepared at an angle of deposition of
70°.
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270 O) stretch due to extensive hydrogen bonding of the carboxylic
271 acid groups in para-substituted TCPPs where the −COOH
272 groups25 are situated in the plane of the tetrapyrrole
273 macrocycle.
274 Binding to TiO2 colloidal films has been associated with the
275 disappearance of the bands corresponding to the ν (CO) and
276 ν (C−O) stretching modes, and the appearance of strong and
277 broad bands at ∼1400 cm−1 and ∼1550 cm−1 characteristic of
278 the symmetric and asymmetric ν (CO2

−) stretches respec-
279 tively.26 These spectral changes have been found to be
280 compatible with chelating and/or bidentate binding modes of
281 the carboxylate groups on the TiO2 surface.

26−30

282 In our case, the bands corresponding to the CO and C−O
283 stretching modes disappear only partially with a broadening of
284 the latter, especially in the case of ZnTCPP/TiO2, while the
285 appearance of that of the symmetric ν (CO2

−) stretch is not so
286 evident due to overlapping with the remaining and shifted ν
287 (C−O) stretch band. Moreover, the changes in the 1500−1750
288 cm−1 region are hindered in part by the presence of a strong
289 and broad band around 1630 cm−1 corresponding to the TiO2
290 in the columnar film. The IR spectrum of a porphyrin-free TiO2
291 film is available in the Supporting Information (Figure S1).
292 The observed partial changes are therefore consistent with
293 the presence of free carboxylic acid groups coexisting with
294 carboxylate groups bound to TiO2. In this situation, the para
295 substituted TCPPs are likely to be bound only by one or two of
296 its four carboxyl groups to the metal oxide surface due to its
297 planar structure, resulting in a perpendicular orientation of the
298 molecule with respect to the surface.26,31 In fact, in smooth and
299 even surfaces, the flat geometry of the dye molecule would not
300 admit another type of binding, although we can also assume
301 that the irregular surface of the columns in the titania film
302 allows porphyrins to bind more than two carboxylate groups
303 and hence we could find molecules with one to four points
304 anchored to the titania surface. In any case, most of the dye
305 molecules are only partially anchored to the TiO2 with a
306 perpendicular orientation with respect to the surface that allows

307them to interact (face to face) with other molecules causing
308aggregation.
309UV−visible spectra of H2TCPP in EtOH solution and bound
310 f4to TiO2 films are shown in Figure 4. In the solution spectrum,

311H2TCPP appears in its monomeric form with the Soret band
312centered at 415 nm. However, the spectrum of the porphyrin in
313the film featured a broadening of the Soret band whose
314maximum is blue-shifted (5 nm) with respect to the solution.
315This behavior can be mainly attributed to the formation of H-
316aggregates (face-to-face stacking) between porphyrin mole-
317cules.,26,32,33 although the formation of a certain number of J−-
318aggregates cannot be discarded.
319The shifting and broadening of the absorption spectra of
320aggregated species in thin films, relative to the monomeric
321spectrum in solution, has been interpreted by the application of
322exciton models such as the point dipole model proposed by
323McRae and Kasha34,35 or the extended dipole model proposed
324by Kuhn and collaborators.36,37 Excellent discussions and
325comparisons between them can be found in the literature,38−40

326as well as examples of the application of these models to
327aggregated porphyrins when deposited as thin films.41,42

328According to the point dipole approximation, and assuming
329that the transition moments of the chromophores are lying
330parallel to each other, a red shift is expected when the
331displacement angle between the transition moments and the
332line connecting their centers is smaller than 54° (J-aggregate),
333whereas a larger displacement angle will produce a blue shift
334(H-aggregate). In general, a Scheibe aggregate43,44 (J-
335aggregate) is formed when Coulomb attraction forces between
336the interacting dipoles outweigh repulsion. Often, this situation
337is predicted more accurately by the extended dipole
338approximation, especially at direct contact of the molecules.11

339In the case of the porphyrins studied here, the observed blue-
340shift in the UV−visible spectra reveals that the dyes form H-
341aggregates when anchored to the TiO2 film. However, the
342broadening of the Soret band indicates that along with the H−
343aggregates and the monomers, there are also some J-aggregates
344present in the film.
345This result is not surprising taking into account the
346porphyrin binding revealed by the IR experiments where only
3471 or 2 of the 4 carboxylic groups are bound to the TiO2 matrix.
348With this arrangement, where the porphyrin central ring is
349normal to the TiO2 surface (vertical orientation), it is expected
350to observe these types of π−π interactions. Depending of the
351exact relative position of adjacent macrocycles, determined by

Figure 3. Specular reflectance FT−IR spectra of H2TCPP and
ZnTCPP neat (by casting on silicon substrates) and bound to TiO2.

Figure 4. UV−visible absorption spectra of H2TCPP in ethanol
solution (solid line) and bound to a titania film (dashed line).
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352 the anchoring site on the metal oxide surface, different types of
353 aggregates (H or J) would be formed.
354 Although the porphyrin aggregation could be detrimental for
355 its gas sensing application due to a hindered access of the
356 analytes to the porphyrin coordination sites,11 it will be shown
357 that such π−π interaction is not strong enough to avoid
358 effective analyte binding probably due to the positive influence
359 of the TiO2 matrix whose chemical binding with the dye
360 molecule prevents a closer position of their conjugated rings
361 thus avoiding a higher degree of aggregation.
362 Although this spectroscopic characterization has been
363 focused on the H2TCPP and ZnTCPP derivatives, the rest of
364 the metal complexes showed a similar behavior in terms of
365 binding to TiO2 and π−π interaction.
366 In order to assess the dye surface coverage, the porphyrin
367 surface concentration Γ, was calculated for the different
368 derivatives by integrating the absorption spectrum, both in
369 solution and in the film, according to the method provided
370 elsewhere.18 The Γ values were in the range (3−5) × 10−9 mol
371 cm−2 depending on the porphyrin, with maximum variations
372 below 10% of the average value in all cases.
373 3.3. Gas- ns. Composite porphyrin/TiO2 films obtained
374 from each one of the 11 porphyrins have been exposed to
375 vapors of the following 12 different analytes: acetone,
376 acetonitrile, chloroform, butylamine, dichloromethane, dieth-
377 ylether, dimethylformamide, ethanol, hexanethiol, hexylamine,

f5 378 methanol, and tetrahydrofuran. Figure 5 (top) shows the

379 spectra of ZnTCPP and H2TCPP composite films before and
380 after their exposure to acetone. In the case of the ZnTCPP, the
381 Soret band is red-shifted (13 nm) and increased after the
382 exposure. The exposed H2TCPP film spectrum shows less red
383 shift (8.5 nm) and some decrease with respect to the pre−
384 exposure spectrum. In Figure 5 (bottom), spectra of ZnTCPP
385 and H2TCPP films before and after exposure to butylamine are
386 shown. In this case, the ZnTCPP Soret band is more red−
387 shifted after the exposure than when exposed to acetone (17.5
388 nm), and the intensity of the absorbance is much more
389 increased. However, the H2TCPP spectrum shows a smaller
390 shift (4.5 nm), and an intensity increase like in the case of the
391 ZnTCPP derivative. The spectral changes of the rest of

392porphyrins upon exposure to all the analytes are available in the
393Supporting Information (Figure S2). In most cases, the spectral
394analysis showed significant differences of their respective
395spectral shifts and intensity changes when exposed to the
396different compounds. Through the recovery phase, samples
397returned to their original status. To explore the repeatability
398and reversibility of the system, we exposed all samples several
399times to each of the analytes and recovered tehm, showing no
400differences between cycles (data not shown).
401On the other hand, the reproducibility of the response was
402evaluated in all cases by using the maximum variation in the
403absorbance change for at least 3 different films of the same
404porphyrin exposed to the same analyte (butylamine). The
405statistical analysis yielded a mean %RSD (relative standard
406deviation) for the response of 4.8% reaching a maximum value
407of 8.9% for MnTCPP. This good reproducibility is probably
408due to a complete saturation of the TiO2 film by the infiltrated
409dye and the low variability in the film thickness.
410The observed spectral changes demonstrate that porphyrins
411are a good choice for the detection of multiple analytes. In
412particular, the open coordination sites for axial ligation and the
413large spectral shifts upon ligand binding make the metal-
414loporphyrins very appropriate for the detection of metal−
415ligating vapors,43,44 although other type of chemical interactions
416such as Lewis or Brønsted acid−base interactions, hydrogen
417bonding, etc. are also possible. Moreover, the different response
418of the different porphyrins to each analyte reveals their
419potential use as selective sensors by using on a proper
420combination of the corresponding responses.
421A selective response can be obtained for each analyte through
422the analysis of the whole set of porphyrins, but owing to the
423large amount of collected information, a previous data
424processing stage is necessary in order to focus the attention
425on the spectral change.
426A quantitative measure of the response is useful for a fast
427analysis which includes several porphyrins and analytes, even
428more in this work, where the number of different cases is
429elevated. A commonly used method comprises the subtraction
430of the gas exposure spectrum from the non−exposure one and
431the obtained difference at each wavelength is squared and then
432grouped in only one value by applying a summation function.45

433The drawback of this kind of quantification is the loss of
434information caused by summarizing a whole spectrum (or a
435difference spectrum) in a numerical value. The spectral changes
436are characterized not only by the spectral shift in terms of
437wavelength values but also by the corresponding intensity of
438the absorbance; this is the whole spectrum profile. Such
439changes have been shown to be characteristic of each porphyrin
440and analyte, and cannot be distinguished when changes in
441intensity and wavelength are represented as one value alone.
442To reduce the loss of information, an innovative way of
443showing the response of all porphyrins to a certain analyte is
444 f6shown in Figure 6. The resulting images possess spectral
445resolution and can be interpreted as recognition patterns for
446each analyte. Through these patterns, the shift and the change
447in absorbance intensity can be easily distinguished. By means of
448these images, like in the case of using bar codes, both the
449position and the intensity of the different bands give
450information about the compound to be identified. Each pattern
451consists of 11 columns corresponding to the 11 porphyrins
452used in this work. Every column shows the squared average
453difference of the post- and pre-exposure spectra in a color scale
454from red to blue, where red corresponds to no change between

Figure 5. Top: Before (solid line) and after (dashed line) exposure to
acetone spectra of ZnTCPP/TiO2 (left) and H2TCPP/TiO2 (right)
composite films. Bottom: Before (solid line) and after (dashed line)
exposure to butylamine spectra of ZnTCPP (left) and H2TCPP
(right) films.
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455 exposed and non−exposed spectra and blue is the highest
456 change detected. As detailed in the Experimental Section, this
457 method maintains all the information regarding the intensity
458 changes at each wavelength of the Soret band region. Another
459 interesting method found in the literature consists of a color
460 RGB difference image of a spot of the porphyrin samples before
461 and after exposure to the target analyte.4 In that case, only 3
462 values related to the difference spectrum (red, green and blue of
463 a 8-bit color palette) are used for the identification pattern.
464 Although this method has shown excellent sensing capabilities
465 in terms of selectivity and analyte discrimination4,5,7,8 a possible
466 loss of information regarding the spectral changes cannot be
467 discarded since such spectral changes contain a potential
468 identification value at each wavelength of the spectrum.
469 Therefore, an image containing all these changes can be
470 nowadays an ideal identification pattern given that cheap and
471 versatile image-reading devices are available in the market.
472 Additionally, the proposed approach is ready to access other
473 spectral regimes such as the infrared, provided that new
474 materials with sensing activity in that range are used, which
475 enables this identification system to exploit optical sensing
476 beyond the human-vision-based RGB colorimetric systems.
477 As can be seen in Figure 6, each analyte has a characteristic
478 pattern that differs from the rest in one way or another,
479 allowing the virtual identification of all analytes. Although some
480 compounds show similarities to others, for example, acetone
481 and acetonitrile or chloroform and dichloromethane have
482 similar patterns, they are not identical.
483 In particular, butylamine, hexylamine, hexanethiol, and
484 dimethylformamide are the analytes that produce the highest
485 values of change, especially when the exposed porphyrin is
486 ZnTCPP. On the other hand, the exposure to acetone or
487 diethylether results in a low response. To further improve our
488 discrimination capability, new strategies comprising the use of
489 new porphyrin derivatives with more efficient structures are
490 under study. Regarding the porphyrin behavior, ZnTCPP is by
491 far the most responsive. Other derivatives, such as CrTCPP or
492 FeTCPP, show low values of response. However, this cannot be

493considered a drawback since it is known that a highly selective
494odor sensing device (like the human olfactory system) must
495consist of a combination of highly responsive receptors with
496reduced selectivity and highly selective ones that usually show
497low response values.46 At this point, it is worth mentioning that
498multiple gas sensing should be demonstrated before a wider
499range of real applications can be proposed. Nonetheless, single
500gas detection is possible with the proposed system and it
501capability for the analysis of mixtures in now under
502investigation.
503A future integration of the sensing films into a sensor array
504would imply the use of a parallel multiple fiber-optic setup and
505a mechanical arrangement to measure sequential layers,47 in
506such a way that the resulting identification images would be
507obtained in real time.
5083.4. Concentration Dependence and Kinetics of the
509Gas Exposure and Recovery. The development of a sensor
510involves the search of some specific characteristics. A good
511sensor must be selective, and its response needs to be fast,
512reproducible, reversible, and concentration-dependent for
513quantification purposes.
514The kinetics of the TCPPs/TiO2 films response when
515exposed to the different VOCs was analyzed by following the
516time evolution of the absorbance at the wavelength of its
517maximum change. The ZnTCPP/TiO2 film response to EtOH
518 f7is provided as an example in Figure 7. This figure depicts a
519sequence of five consecutive EtOH gas exposure−recovery
520cycles of a ZnTCPP composite film in which the EtOH
521concentration has been increased after each recovery phase.
522These cycles were obtained by bubbling dry N2 through liquid
523EtOH at a temperature of 0 °C and diluting the resulting gas
524stream with another N2 stream in the appropriate proportion.
525As can be seen, increasing concentrations of EtOH result in an
526increase in the magnitude of response, indicating that the
527sensor behavior is concentration-dependent. Therefore, the
528system is also suitable to be used for quantification purposes. A
529wider concentration range was tested with identical results

Figure 6. Identification patterns obtained for the different analytes. Color scale goes from red to blue, where red means no change between exposed
and nonexposed spectra and blue is the highest change detected.
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530 down to ∼100 ppm EtOH (see Figure S3 in the Supporting
531 Information).
532 An evaluation of the concentration dependence of the
533 response can be obtained by applying an isotherm model,
534 which describes the adsorption/desorption equilibrium of the
535 gas molecules onto the solid surface. The Langmuir adsorption
536 isotherm48 has been used to characterize the adsorption of
537 many types of molecules onto different materials.49−51 It is
538 usually expressed by

λ
λ

=
+

n
N

c
c1

ads

S539 (1)

540 where nads is the number of gas molecules adsorbed (which is
541 proportional to the change in Soret band absorbance,
542 ΔAbsorbance), Ns is the number of adsorption sites, λ is a
543 constant relating to the adsorbability of the gas and c is the
544 concentration of the gas, [EtOH]. Rearrangement of eq 1 leads
545 to the linear form of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm
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547 Therefore, a plot of c/nads versus c should yield a straight line if
548 the data points follow the Langmuir model. Figure 7 (inset)
549 shows a plot of c/ΔAbsorbance vs c, and a straight line is
550 obtained, indicating that Langmuir adsorption, even with its
551 limited assumptions, provides a basic understanding of the
552 EtOH−ZnTCPP interaction during the sensing process.
553 According to the assumptions of the Langmuir model, it can
554 be concluded that the activation energy of adsorption is the
555 same for all binding sites in the thin film assembly, that there
556 are a fixed number of localized surface sites present on the
557 surface and that EtOH molecules striking a surface site that is
558 already occupied do not adsorb.
559 The Langmuir adsorption model was applied to the exposure
560 of all TCPPs/TiO2 films to butylamine gas and to the exposure
561 of ZnTCPP/TiO2 films to all 12 used analytes (see Tables S1
562 and S2 in the Supporting Information). In all cases, a straight
563 line was obtained, indicating that our system follows the
564 Langmuir model.
565 To know quantitatively the speed of response, the value of
566 t50, which is the time taken for the absorbance to reach the 50%
567 of its total maximum change, was calculated. In the case of the
568 ZnTCPP/TiO2 film response to EtOH, the obtained value was

569approximately 4.5 s in all cycles, revealing a very fast response
570process. As for the Langmuir model, t50 was calculated for the
571exposure of all TCPPs/TiO2 films to butylamine gas and to the
572exposure of ZnTCPP/TiO2 films to all 12 used analytes (see
573Tables S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information). In all cases,
574the response was found to be very fast (t50 ≈ 4−9 s). Such
575behavior can be attributed to two probable reasons. On the one
576hand, the speed of the response is related directly to the
577sensitivity of the used porphyrins. On the other hand, the
578properties of the titania film play an important role. The
579microstructured film is highly porous, which leads to an easy
580diffusion of the gas molecules through the surface and therefore
581every porphyrin is exposed to the analyte without any delay.
582Overall, the set of porphyrins have shown good capabilities
583for gas sensing with interesting odor detection applications.
584The response has been found to be very selective, allowing the
585identification of the different analytes. Also, the composite
586porphyrin/TiO2 films have yielded fast and concentration-
587dependent responses, making the quantification of the volatile
588compounds possible through calibration curves based on the
589Langmuir isotherm.

4. CONCLUSIONS
590Microstructured columnar TiO2 thin films prepared by GAPVD
591have been used as host materials of several porphyrins. These
592films are non−dispersive and hence appropriate for UV−visible
593spectroscopy. Also, its porous microstructure allows gas
594diffusion through the film, making them suitable for gas
595sensing.
596Several porphyrins, featuring carboxylic groups that allow
597chemical binding to titania, have been bound to the columnar
598TiO2 thin films and exposed to a wide range of volatile
599compounds. When hosted in the film, the porphyrins featured a
600blue shift and broadening of the Soret band, which has been
601attributed to the formation of H−aggregates (face-to-face
602stacking) between porphyrin molecules.
603The gas-sensitive properties of the composite films have been
604studied, showing a good selectivity to the analyzed volatile
605compounds. For each analyte, an image−like identification
606pattern based on spectral imaging has been obtained, which
607facilitates the straightforward recognition of every compound.
608The responses were found to be concentration dependent,
609allowing analyte quantification through calibration curves. The
610kinetics of the exposure to several analytes showed a fast
611response, with a value of t50 of a few seconds, which arises from
612both the sensitivity of the porphyrins and the high porosity of
613the TiO2 films. Although the system has not yet been tested
614with mixed gases, it has been proven to be valid for the
615identification and quantification of individual VOCs.

616■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
617*S Supporting Information
618Specular reflectance FT−IR spectrum of a TiO2 film. UV−
619visible spectra of AgTCPP/TiO2, CoTCPP/TiO2, CuTCPP/
620TiO2, CrTCPP/TiO2, FeTCPP/TiO2, H2TCPP/TiO2,
621MnTCPP/TiO2, PdTCPP/TiO2, RuTCPP/TiO2, SnTCPP/
622TiO2 and ZnTCPP/TiO2 composite films before and after their
623exposure to acetone, acetonitrile, chloroform, butylamine,
624dichloromethane, diethylether, dimethylformamide, ethanol,
625hexanethiol, hexylamine, methanol, and tetrahydrofuran.
626Kinetics of the exposure of a ZnTCPP composite film to
627EtOH gas at a wavelength of 430 nm. Langmuir adsorption
628model results and t50 for the exposure of all TCPPs/TiO2 films

Figure 7. Kinetics of the exposure of a ZnTCPP composite film to
EtOH gas at a wavelength of 430 nm. Inset: Langmuir adsorption plot
for a ZnTCPP composite film.
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629 to butylamine gas and for the exposure of ZnTCPP/TiO2 films
630 to all 12 used analytes. This material is available free of charge
631 via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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